Urgent request to world religious and faith leaders to intervene in the UN global climate change negotiations situation that is locking the world into unlivable future temperature increases and global climate disruption.

Dr. Peter Carter

Doomsday predictions can no longer be met with irony or disdain. We may well be leaving to future generations debris, desolation and filth. (Encyclical Letter Laudato Si Pope Francis June 2015). From the latest on climate research and UN negotiations this is today’s situation.

Please write to your governments right now calling on them to implement the best case IPCC AR5 emissions scenario by specific AR5 mitigation measures (below). This is the only IPCC scenario not above 2°C by 2100 and which does keep increasing higher after 2100. These are economically beneficial to nations (e.g. Citibank Energy Darwinism Aug 2015) - as well as survival imperatives.

- Decline GHG emissions by 2020 (at the latest) as in the IPCC AR5 RCP2.6 best case emissions scenario.
- Terminate fossil fuel subsidies (within 2-3 years)
- Charge large carbon polluters the full cost of carbon (within 2-3 years)
- Ensure carbon emissions are virtually zero this century, by replacing fossil fuel energy with clean renewable energy. The 2014 Climate Action Network Int. and the 2015 Islamic declaration on climate change call for zero emissions by 2050.

Dear Faith Leader, As an expert reviewer of the climate change assessments by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and UN agencies, I respectfully bring you the latest news on global climate change, which is the worst news ever. We are witnessing Creation being killed, the greatest evil imaginable.

The IPCC 2014 AR5 reports that the best-case scenario (RCP2.6) is the only way to prevent a catastrophic temperature rise of over 2.0°C.

All world governments have approved the above best case RCP 2.6 mitigation scenario and mitigation measures, through the IPCC policymaker approval process, though they are not being acted on.

A rise of 2°C would be irreversibly devastating to humanity and Earth. The position of most UN negotiating Parties is a rapid response to limit warming to 1.5°C, but big economy governments only agree to 2°C and none have made UN proposals sufficient for a 2°C limit (Climate Action Tracker September 2015)

Several sources now estimate that the combined national climate intentions, if carried out, will lead to about the same massive annual emissions by 2100, as today. That means a definite Doomsday future.

The climate change expert group, Ecofys (2 September 2015), estimates the combined national proposals for the December 2015 UN Paris Climate Conference have the world headed to a global temperature rise of over 3C by 2100. From the IPCC AR5 data I estimate this condemns the world to a rise of over 5.0C by 2200

Instead of slowing, since 2000, all recorded disrupting causes and effects climate change and ocean change are accelerating faster than ever (see my site <StateofOurClimate.com>).

Faith leaders have made many warning and inspiring public statements on climate change, but they have not been heeded. Now unless governments are advised in writing of the IPCC documented specific limits and mitigation measures to make, our future along with almost all life is lost.

Please write to your governments with these simple common sense recommendations and now survival imperatives, that are the best case responses of IPCC 5th assessment.

Respectfully

Dr. Peter Carter Climate Emergency Institute

British Columbia, Canada